The power of tenderness
Volker article
It could fill a whole lifetime, to represent an old and great culture, appreciated by everybody in
the homeland and abroad, honored and heard by everybody.
It could also fill a lifetime because the task is big, but the longing is even bigger. You can hear it
from every tone, every part of her songs, a longing for life, for peace, for freedom. Mahsa
Vahdat is telling us about it, and together with her sister she also told to Volker in edition 5 in
2009; They have not given up and will never give up to bring to all the people in world the understanding that Iran is a nation of culture, a nation of poets and thinkers, male and female singers.
The only ones that cannot hear Mahsa is her own fellow Iranians. Just in private rooms and just
women. For the ears of men it will sound too erotic to hear a woman’s voice, and eroticism will
in general lead people away from God, - if we accept to follow the recommended Theology. Still
music as such is appreciated in Iran. Yes; Shiia Islam accepts things that would be a thorn in the
eye, or in the ear, to the Wahhabitic Saudis. The limit it is just that the women should accept to
only sing for other women or in the family settings.
Luckily, there is a small Norwegian label which also has its home in a religious building, and
which works in order to reduce Europe’s prejudices about other countries and which tries to tell
that we can find important cultural heritage that it is smart and important to care about. Against
economic and political interests Kirkelig Kulturverksted (KKV) builds bridges across the abysses. Thus KKV released the album “I vinens speil” with Mahsa Vahdat and the choir SKRUK
combining traditional Persian Persian music, Norwegian church-singing and jazz.
KKV also brought Vahdat and the afro American singer Mighty Sam McClain together in two
albums: Scent of Reunion (2009) and “A deeper tone of longing” (2012). They are in two different worlds. Because Vahdat sings traditional Farsi in her Persian way and McClain turns to the
English language, it is unclear if the harmony or the contrast is the most dominant.
For Mahsa Vahdat they have a lot in common, because both of the two have experienced religious, political and cultural conflicts, and this is expressed by both singers, as well as the human
and cultural similarities. One of these similarities is described by the female singer this way:
“Sam and I come from societies with big challenges and difficulties with keeping our identity,
our culture and art. He as a black singer, me as a woman”. Vahdat’s self consciousness as an
artist is based on dialogue. The best kind of dialogue happens through the art and will make people respect each other and listen to each other, she says. Because of this she and McClain sings
songs to each other, written by the contemporary poet Mohammad Ebrahim Jafari from Iran and
Erik Hillestad from Norway (who also has produced the albums). Vahdat describes this poetic
dialogue with these words: They express themselves through their own metaphors. Quite often
there metaphors come close to each other, and often they stay in different worlds. This way we
can see the parallel harmony and contrasts both musically and also poetically.
Culture is like an old vineyard. When you pass through it you will see different paths. This is the
background for the title of her 2015 album “Traces of an old vineyard”. Here she sings works of
classical Persian poets like Hafez, Rumi and Khayyam, arranged by the Norwegian jazz pianist
Tord Gustavsen.
Hafez’ tomb is in the city of Shiraz to which this album is dedicated and after which one Western
grape is named. One must play with double meanings and ambiguities, as artists of all time and
cultures did when they lived in countries whose rulers did not respect the artistic freedom.

In her most recent published album A cappella: – The Sun Will Rise – she performs without accompanying instruments. What we can hear is only her voice and the reflections of her voice
from the walls of churches, monasteries and museums in different countries in Europe.
To the listeners the work becomes a very special experience, as we can hear different acoustics
for each song, and we can imagine the architecture. It becomes clear how little detached music
can be from the numerous conditions under which they are performed. The album starts with a
poem by the poet and filmmaker Foroug Farrokhzad (1935-1967) which also gave the album its
title. Pain, longing and hopes explode from between the lines, which even from the English
translation is difficult to completely absorb. “This melancholy”, Vahdat says, is a part of the
identity of my music, and I can never walk away from this element. Naturally the story about our
traditional music is a tale of difficulties and challenges, and for some years it survived a kind of
loneliness in the world. This loneliness is possible to find in the expression of the solo voice of
this female singer. And it becomes even clearer without instruments. Mahsa Vahdat explains it
this way: I was alone, and all the burdens were put on the shoulder of the voice. It gave me a
complete freedom of expression, and I felt the art of nudity in performing the songs with no protection from instruments. So I could express both my vulnerability and strength in a more free
way.
The churches where some of the songs from this album are recorded fascinate Mahsa Vahdat,
mostly because of the great rooms and their acoustics. There are wonderful places to record also
in Iran, for instance some mosques where she would have wanted to sing and record, if it was
allowed. It is not that she prefers churches more than mosques, it is not about the religious meaning of the rooms, it is all about the acoustics.
In 2013 Mahsa Vahdat together with her sister won the Independent Music Award in the category of “World Traditional” for the album Twinklings of Hope. This was not mentioned a lot in
Iran, but internationally it increased their fame and also the knowledge of Persian Music.
What we see from Iran is like the tip of an iceberg. The daily politics are what we see above the
water, but the greatness is hidden under the surface. Language, poetry, religion and music influence each other, sometimes hindering each other, but often also promoting each other. Mahsa
Vahdat and her producer Erik Hillestad understand this. They explore the depth and bring it to
the surface, where the rays of the rising sun can bring their complex specter. Currently Mahsa
Vahdat is working on a new album with her sister.

